PRECISION JEWELS...
Ultra Mini’s® are made from the highest grade of taklon. That is
important because each brush will last longer, is durable and
hard working. Silver’s multi-diameter taklon gives the Ultra
Mini® it’s unique spring and bounce that isn’t possible with poor
quality material.

with

Comfort Grip

®

handle

Use Ultra Mini® for painting in hard to reach places on any surface, including: toy soldiers, finger nails and nail art, ceramics,
toys, jewelry, porcelain figures, wood, tin, canvas and three
dimensional pieces.

OPEN STOCK:
Ultra Mini® brushes are available in
twenty-nine open stock sizes and shapes.
2400S-20/0 and 12/0-Ultra
Mini® Round
These round brushes comprise the
basics for every artist. Multi-use
rounds are used for lines, scrollwork, dots, dashes and details.

2403S-10/0
Ultra Mini® Filbert
The curve of the filbert head
allows the artist to copy details for
the most exacting project. The
Ultra Mini filbert is excellent for
painting figures, faces, eyes and
curves of any type. Jewelry, jewelry boxes and keepsakes are easily
done with this brush.

Now in 29 sizes and shapes

2404S-20/0 and 12/0
Ultra Mini® Fan
Fan blenders are a versatile series
that can be used on landscapes,
grass and sky as well as the hair
for figure painting. Resilient and
durable Ultra Mini® fans won’t
bend or curl. Use for blending
colors on surfaces for interesting
patterns.

2406S-12/0
Ultra Mini® Angle

Precision Jewels –World Class
Miniature Painting Tools
Detail brushes made
with the artist in mind

They are ideal for decorative art; toys, train and boat models,
tiny detail, dolls, doll faces and dollhouses, airbrush detailing,
Easter egg art, animal portraiture and miniature painting. Ultra
Mini’s® are perfect for artists who paint all day and want complete comfort, without cramped fingers from tiny handles.

The angle brush allows the artist
to get into tiny spaces without
leaving any ridges. Use to paint
the inside of bunny ears, tiny animal cheeks and highlighting small
glass objects. You can even double
load the Ultra Mini® angle brush.

Even the largest paintings have a need for tiny detail
brushes in one-way or another. Ultra Minis® are tools for
exquisite detail work.

2407S-20/0 and 10/0 Ultra
Mini® Script Liner

Ultra Minis are available in convenient sets, to make it easy for
artists to achieve a particular technique or work on a specific
project type. In addition we offer twenty-nine (29) open stock
sizes and shapes of Ultra Mini® brushes.
®

The very best liners that carry a
large amount of paint to the
surface of any project. These
brushes allow the artist to control
their curves; do scroll work of any
length and type. They are perfect

to paint whiskers, lashes, fur, extra
fine detail, bug antennae, grass
and small patterns.

2411S-20/0, 15/0, 10/0, 5/0
Ultra Mini® Lettering
These lettering brushes allow the
calligrapher to hold a brush for
very long periods of time without
wrist and hand fatigue. The superior filament responds to pressure and
springs back. The paint will flow
with effortless work, a big plus to
alleviate fatigue. These Lettering
brushes hold their shape perfectly
throughout any project. For more
details see set UMS-2450S.

2417S-20/0
Ultra Mini® Spotter
The spotter is for eyes and dots,
extra fine detail. When just a little
paint will do, the Ultra Mini®
spotter will do the job.

2420S-10/0 Ultra Mini®
Shader (Flat)
This shader can cover more
surface and get into small spaces
without leaving unwanted ridges.
Excellent for shading and
highlighting artwork.

2422S-20/0 Ultra Mini®
Monogram (Short) Liner
A Monogram liner is a shorter
length-out liner. It performs like
the longer Script but holds less
paint. So you can do line art,
drawings, renderings, illustrations
as well as the usual hobby, model,
doll, doll faces, jewelry, nail art
and figures of any type.
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2424S-12/0 Ultra Mini®
Grass Comb
There are multiple uses for the
Silver Ultra Mini® grass comb.
Use to paint hair, beards,
whiskers, fur, landscapes, grass,
foliage and more. The perfect
brush for
painting portraits of animals. Use
on any surface including
watercolor paper.

2426S-20/0, 10/0 and 7/0
Ultra Mini® Xtra Long
Liners
These brushes are for those who
paint a great deal of lines, scrollwork and flowers. Paint the
longest of lines with control.
These superior brushes hold their
shape, respond to pressure and
spring back while allowing the
color to flow from their tips.

2430S-10/0, 5/0, 3/0
Ultra Mini® “Tear Drop”
angled head
If you need to see the surface up
close the Mini’s Tear Drop brush
series cannot be surpassed. The
ease of painting detail art through
a magnifying glass can only be
done with this brush series.
Without the brush head to
interfere, you can see your work
as it comes from your brush.

2431S-2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14
Ultra Mini® Designer
Round
Designer Rounds are the
Ultimate Round brush.
Maximum color carrying capacity
because of the long length out
and the thickness of the shank.
Line work is done with ease using
these thoughtfully designedrounds. Unsurpassed in response
from the brush to the
surface with consistent flow.

Short handles with Comfort Grip® shape and compact
ultra-fine heads are perfect for tight spaces. Golden Taklon
hair gives superb control in all media. Precise golden taklon
hair filament, of the highest grade, is set into seamless nickel plated brass ferrules and mounted on iridescent pearl
white Comfort Grip® handles. Artists can use Ultra Mini®
brushes in any water-based media. Use Ultra Mini® brushes in solvent-based paints too, but be sure to clean up with
an mild odorless thinner.
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World Class Miniature Painting Tools

Now in twenty-nine
shapes and sizes.

portraiture and miniature painting. Ultra Mini’s® are perfect
for artists who paint all day and want complete comfort,
without cramped fingers from tiny handles.
Even the largest paintings have a need for tiny detail
brushes in one-way or another. Ultra Minis® are tools for
exquisite detail work.
Ultra Minis® are available in convenient sets, to make it easy
for artists to achieve a particular technique or work on a
specific project type. In
addition we offer twentynine (29) open stock sizes
and shapes of Ultra Mini®
brushes.

Precision Jewels...World Class Miniature Painting Tools
NUM-2406S
Ultra Mini® 6 piece Nail Art & Liner Set
Artists who paint on the smallest of
surfaces need exacting tools that will reach
any hidden spot and for the tiniest of details.
This set is perfect for nails & fingernail art,
jewelry art; including watch faces, button art,
bottle cap art, and more.
This set includes one each:
2400S-12/0 Round 2422S-20/0
2404S-12/0 Fan
Monogram (Short)
2407S-20/0 Script
Liner
Liner
2426S-20/0 Xtra
2420S-10/0 Shader
Long Liner

UMS-2412S Ultra Mini®
12 piece variety Miniature set
This set comprises a blend of brushes
for multiple uses. Extensive projects
can be completed with one set. Use
these brushes for line, scroll and curvature work. Detail art of flowers, landscapes and wildlife can also be. Art on
porcelain figures, cameo faces, animal
portraiture and doll art can also be
done. A perfect selection for someone
just beginning detail miniature painting.
This set includes one each:
2400S-12/0 Round
2400S-20/0 Round
2417S-20/0 Spotter
2403S-10/0 Filbert
2420S-10/0 Shader
2404S-12/0 Fan
2422S-20/0 Monogram
2404S-20/0 Fan
(Short) Liner
2406S-12/0 Angle
2424S-12/0 Grass Comb
2407S-20/0 Script Liner
2426S-20/0 Xtra Long Liner
UMS-2435S Ultra Mini®
3 piece “Tight Spot” miniature set
If you need to see the surface up close, the
Mini’s Tear Drop brush series cannot be
surpassed. The ease of painting detail art
through a magnifying glass can only be done
with this brush series. The angled brush head,
allows the artist to see their work as it comes
to life on the surface from their brush. The
spotter is for eyes and dots, extra fine detail.
This set includes one each :
2417S-20/0 Spotter
2430S-5/0 Tear Drop
2430S-10/0 Tear Drop

UMS-2440S Ultra Mini®
3 piece “Striper” set
This is a basic set for those
who paint a great deal of
lines, scrollwork and
flowers. The perfect
starter set for artists
just beginning nail
art. Paint the
longest of lines with control.
These superior brushes hold their shape,
respond to pressure and spring back while allowing
the color to flow from their tips.
This set includes one each :
2426S-7/0 Xtra Long Liner
2426S-10/0 Xtra Long Liner
2426S-20/0 Xtra Long Liner
UMS-2445S Ultra Mini 4 piece Detail set
Contains the very best liners that carry a large
amount of paint to the surface of any project. These
brushes allow the artist to control curves and do
scroll work of any length and type. Ultra Mini®
liners allow the artist to control the brush and
respond to pressure with ease. This detail set is
perfect to paint whiskers, lashes, fur, extra fine
detail, bug antenna, grass and small patterns.
This set includes one each :
2407S-10/0 Script Liner
2407S-20/0 Script Liner
2422S-20/0 Monogram (Short) Liner
2426S-7/0 Xtra Long Liner
®

UMS-2450S Ultra Mini® 4 piece Lettering set
This lettering set allows the calligrapher to hold the
brush for very long periods of time without wrist
and hand fatigue. The artist can easily hold the larger
Comfort Grip® handle at the 45-degree angle
required for calligraphy without experiencing
“writer’s cramp”. The superior filament responds to
pressure and springs back. The paint will flow with
effortless work, a big plus to alleviate fatigue. These
Lettering brushes hold their shape perfectly throughout any project. The sharp chisel edge of the Golden
Taklon filament gives the precise control necessary to
create the thick and thin lines to form letters.
This set includes one each :
2411S-5/0 Lettering
2411S-10/0 Lettering
2411S-15/0 Lettering
2411S-20/0 Lettering

UMS-2455S Ultra Mini®
4 piece Ultimate Round set
Designer Rounds are the Ultimate Round brush.
Maximum color carrying capacity because of the
long length out and the thickness of the shank.
Line work is done with ease using these thoughtfully designed rounds. Unsurpassed in response
from the brush to the surface with consistent
flow. This set includes one each :
2431S-2 Designer Round
2431S-4 Designer Round
2431S-6 Designer Round
2431S-8 Designer Round
UMS-2460S Ultra Mini® 6 piece basic Miniature set
Half the size of the 12 piece set. This 6-piece set
comprises a blend of brushes for multiple uses.
Use these brushes for most line, scroll and curvature work. Detail art of flowers, landscapes and
wildlife can also be accomplished with this set.
Art on porcelain figures, cameo faces and doll art
can also be done. A perfect selection for someone
just beginning detail miniature painting.
This set includes one each:
2400S-12/0 Round
2407S-20/0 Script Liner
2404S-20/0 Fan
2406S-12/0 Angle
2417S-20/0 Spotter
2420S-10/0 Shader
UMS-2470S Ultra Mini®
4 piece Decorative Painters Favorite set
In every artist brush tote you will find the four basic
shapes listed below. These shapes represent the most
commonly used of all brush shapes. Use the filbert
for faces, and curves of any kind. Use the angle to get
into tiny spaces without leaving any ridges, the script
liner will respond to pressure and spring back. The
shader holds its shape perfectly with excellent spring
and bounce. Paint will flow with effortless work.
This set includes one each :
2403S-10/0 Filbert
2406S-12/0 Angle
2407S-20/0 Script Liner
2420S-10/0 Shader

